My Mathematical and Pedagogical Autobiography

MY NAME

August 26, 2014
Math 5120

1 Background

When I was eight years old, blah blah blah...
So far I have taken the following upper-level Mathematics courses:

- Math XXX blah, and
- Math XXX blah blah.

I most enjoyed blah... because
I really like/hate computers...

1.1 Interests and Goals

I am now a blah... student in the blah... program studying blah...
I would like to eventually be a blah...

2 Learning Style and Experience

I find that I learn best when blah...
I do (not) like working in groups because...

On the online test at http://www.vark-learn.com/english/page.asp?p=questionnaire I scored ** Verbal, ** Aural, ** Read/Write, ** and ** Kinesthetic. This would mean blah... I (dis)agree with this because blah...
Most of the classes I have attended used mostly lecture but some used blah... and blah.... The was nice because blah...

3 Teaching Style and Experience

So far, my teaching experience has been ... tutoring ... recitation ... instructor ...
When teaching, I am most comfortable using the ... approach. I tried to ... but it did not work well for me. I would like to try ... I think it is very important that the teacher blah...

4 Other Interesting Things

I am an avid blah... and like to blah ...